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SUMMARY

The Military Assistance to Safety and Traffic (MAST) program was
undertaken' to explore the feasibility of utilizing military helicopters
and service paramedical personnel in responding to civilian medical
emergencies, in particular to highway accidents. During several months
in 1970, pilot or demonstration projects were implemented at five
military installations. Three projects were sited at Army installations
and two at Air Force Bases. The program represented a joint endeavor
by the Departments of Defense (DOD), Health, Education, and Welfare
(DREW) and Transportation (DOT) to demonstrate, in civilian
applications, the capabilities of those military resources and techniques
which have been employed so effectively in combat. MAST was
essentially an operational test, where military resources of known
capability were meshed with local Emergency Medical Service (EMS)
systems with a minimum of delay and administrative difficulty, and
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with no additional men, money, or aircraft provided.

The substance of this report clearly demonstrates that it is entirely
feasible to utilize military helicopters and paramedical personnel to
augument local ,EMS system The extent to which the military
capability made an effective contribution _varied with circumstances, as
detailed in the report. At one of the MAST sites, military ()Orations
were distinctly successful, and the program had a high degree of
community acceptance and acclaim At the other sites, operations were
successful,:but a lower_degree of utilization and publieinvolvement was
experienced.

Based upon the experience achieved- during the trial ,period,
continuation and 'expansion of the program, to additional sites is
recommended : comprehensive evaluation T_ of the- MAST _program= at
the most active site (Sah.-Antonio) ls,being-.0teriarecUbV, Ohio State
UniVeriitY',(0SU),,undeta-6HEW-Contract. ThiS-,will:be_submittedias an
additional report -when -that has' been Completed in the next-few
months.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Although operational experience was limited by the short period of
the test program and the limited number of test sites, it demonstrated
that the concept of using military helicopters and paramedical
personnel in an air ambulance role to respond to civilian medical
emergencies is entirely feasible from both the military and civilian
viewpoint.

.2. The military services possess a significant capability for providing
assistance to civilian emergencies 'in terms of helicopters particularly
suitable as air ambulances, trained paramedical personnel, immediate
'round-the-clock response, communications, and related support. This
capability does not exist to the same degree in the civilian community
at present, owing largely to financial considerations.

3. The type of military aviation unit supporting the MAST operations
had no bearing on its capability for conducting air 'ambulance
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operations. The unit's responsiveness to MAST requests, hOwever, was
directly related to it parries, military mission:

Army Medical-air ambOlande units are particularly wellsuited
for supporting civilian Medical emergencies. Such -missiont
provide, realistic training, experierite, and motivation for
assigned personnel.

Army tactical aviation units can provide a responsive air
ambulance-service, but -personriel-and helicopters Must 'be
diverted from training to sustain a continuous effective
effort.

Air Forcelocal-base reacue;Unitt,.,although:idealIVorganized-:
and equipped for- perforniAt -MAST-- -missions,, require--
-411.gnientatider tO:providelulLiespOnsivervist-ioe astitting-Tin-
tiVilian:=medical-ethergenCies., This.'isdue-t.04eir assigned
-Military -MiitiOns,rand-z-the small = number?-of helicopters and
crews aUthorited/-arnigned at-eadh'

4. Throughout the' _entire. test period; .military, assistance to -civilian
emergendies=iirat-:prOVitied-_by the--supporting_iaviation---units- without
significant- degradation= of unit` integrity; effettiveness; training, and-
impairment of their- primary military mission.

5. The availability -of Military resointeslaircraft and personnel) and
. _

the establishment ofthe necessarSt-nvichanisMIOr responding to Civilian,
medical emergencies does --not =necessarily ensure -that the community
will utilize "the military capability fully-Or effectively.

6. Less than full-time capability for response by the helicopter activity
- tends toward a limited utilization of the service by the community.

7. The degree of utilization of- the military helicopters, once a
responsive service was established, was not a function of any factors
within the military, but was related to factors in the community which
were not precisely identified.

8. The local community's emergency medical system must be highly
developed and well-organized to fully integrate and make the most
effective use of military air ambulances, An adequate emergency
medical communication system is vital for making responsive and
effective use of military air ambulances. It assures prompt notification,
proper coordination, and direct communication between the military
and various elements of the emergency medical system.

9. A high degree of acceptance of the MAST program was
demonstrated by local government, the general public, the medical and
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hospital community, and law enforcement officials. Some degree of
reluctance on the part of levy enforcement officers to request MAST
missions appeared to be a factor which . limited the use of military
helicopters at some test sites.

10. No additional- men, money, or aircraft were required by the
military wilts supporting MAST operations.

11. Costs and:opeatiiig data from the test Program are of limited value
to ciVilian helicopter operators; because:the aircraft involved are larger
and:mOre expensive to purchase-and operatelhamthose Presently used
for most civilian operations;



RECOMMENDATIONS

1. MAST should be continued as a demonstration program until the
Stanford Research Institute Study* -is completed and evaluated. Any
expansion should be held in abeyance until the overall evaluation of the
program is completed.

2. In the selection of additional sites, consideration should be given to
those communities where MAST assistance has been requested and
where investigation indicates the likelihood of effective utilization.

3. In the development of future MAST projects, adequate time should
be allowed for planning, organizing, and disseminating operational
procedures. The local emergency medical service should be viewed as a
system and participation by all EMS elements, including any civilian
helicopter operations, should be encouraged.

The Department of the Army has contracted Stanford Research institute to evaluate the
operations and marginal costs of MAST alternatives. This study is to be completed by
September 30, 1971.
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4. The prodets of implementing a MAST project in a State should be
coordinated through The Governor's office; so that operations may be
interfaced with civilian emergency services.

5. A cooperative relationship with diVilian helicopter operators should
be established and Maintained to provide fOr the most effective
development of both military and civilian aitenibUlance operations;

6. Enabling legislation must be secured prior to impleMentation of
MAST as a perManent national program.

si
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the MAST program was to test, by actual operation, the
feasibility of using military helicopters and "paramedical personnel to
respond to civilian medical -emergenCies. This report sett forth the
background which -led to the- implementation of the MAST-program
relates- the operational experience; makes a judgment as to tt
feasibility of. the MAST concept,- from both the military and -Civilian
viewpoint; disdutses some_costcOntiderations; and presenti a number of
conclusions and recommendations -for: expansion of the MAST program.
Because-.M any- elernents_ OfAhe--MASI operationsarObeingtreatedindre
comprehensively in _a DHaWsupported-MAST,evaluation study -being
prepared-by Ohio State:UniVersity, detailed matters are not specified in
this.report.

'It -should be .recognized= that the- MAST operational experience was
limited-both in tithe- andln the number:of sites Which-the:prograni
was conducted. ,A further limitation: was the -StipUlation- that the
program was tO:bewidettakerf-Witivexisting military resources and that
no additional men, money,-or- equipment weee to be provided: The time
factor is particularly significant,_ since information- obtained froM
Civilian helicopter projeds and "cOnfirmed by U.S., Coast Guard
experience, indicatesithat establishMent of-a new service does not mean
that effective utilitation will ,ensue immediately, or even-in a matter Of
monthi.
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BACKGROUND ON MAST
On August 26, 1969, the Secretary of Defense suggested to the
Secretary of Transportation that an Interagency Planning Group,
representing the Departments of Defense, Health, Educatc,n, and
Welfare, Justice, Interior, Transportation and the Office of Emergency
Preparedness be established to consider a proposal to use military
resources in response to civilian medical emergencies. Of specific
interest was the employment of military helicopters and paramedical
personnel in responding to highway accidents. In his letter of
September 28, 1969, the Secretary of Transportation concurred with
the, idea of establishing the study group. The Undersecretary of
Transportation was appointed chairman. One consideration for having
the Department of Transportation chair this effort was that the



Department, through its National Highway Traffic Safety
Ad Ministration (NHTSA), had fUnded a number of helidopter air
ambulance denionstration projects under the Highway Safety Act. It
was also engaged in facilitating the 'ut-trof Coast Guard helicopters;
when available- for civilian eMergencies through- lOcal arrangements
between COast Guard District COMmanderi and state officials.
(Experimentation with the use ofinilitary helicopters ;-communications,
and medical personnel for this type activity wat:also proposed in the
Repert Of the President's Task Force On Highway Safety in December,
1969).

The acronym. -MAST (Military -Assistance_to_Safety.and Traffic)-was
giVeri to lhe ,prograin.atidihe-iiiivmeeting-Of_the MAST lnteragency
Study -Group-Was 'held on- December -1-1,1969,,AtthW theetingritwas
agreed- that -1,the genera I '6oestiOn holideotete and 1-tit her
Military_ resources for responding- .to *diVilian-
emergencies would_-belstudied.- -7--Fourmajorworkingigroups_comprised
Of members from the :partiCipatingl-ageri6i0S-Were_4tabliehtid.- The first

group mat:it6- analyZe-thelegar,andilederal'State ind;l6Ca I = relationthi ps;
the second, the command, --control-ind---cortiniunications:.asPects;_ the
third, -ftinding and -coordiiiatiOn; finally, an 'exedUtiVe---grOup -Was-to
coordinate- the overall Operatiori,of the program:

On February 3, 1970, the. I nteragency_ Study roup-met -to consider the
work of-the several sub-groups6rid_determined that-the-MAST prOgram
would s be developed in the --fol !Owing - Manner: :Phat-6-1 deSign.,_of the
project and site-seleOtiOn;_piliate 2 - operationt;pflaie:3 - and
phase _4 - report and -recommendations: DOT, DHEW, and-DOD, were
each asked to provide a full time -working :member to undertake the
baiic program activity. These -individuals-Were designated- the _MAST
administrative staff.

In April, 1970, the MAST administrative staff- visited three sites: San
Antonio, Texas; St. Louis, Missouri; and Lincoln, Nebraska,
representing a regular Army unit, a- Reserve unit, and a National Guard
unit. In subsequent correopondenca between DOD and DOT, it was
agreed that the number of test sites should be limited to five, and that
initially only active duty military units would be utilized. Accordingly,
additional sites at Fort Lewis, Washington, Fort Carson, Colorado,
Luke AFB, Arizona, and Mountain Home AFB, Idaho, were selected.
The selection criteria used were:- the existence of a military capability; a
State-government expression of interest in having the military
involvement; a rural environment contiguous to adequate medical
activity; and different climate and terrain conditions.

At each site, essentially the same procedure was followed. The concept
of using the military helicopters and paramedical personnel was
presented to the community's medical, public safety, and political
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leadership in a meeting organized by DHEW affiliates. An offer was
made to make these resources available, if desired, on the basis of a
simple project proposal to be prepared and submitted by the civilian
and military representatives of the geographical area.

At all sites, the idea was enthusiastically received, proposals were
submitted, and upon their approval by the Interagency Study Group,
MAST operations were authorized. Operations began in San Antonio,
Texas, on July 15, 1970; Colorado Springs, Colorado, and West Central
WaShington operations began on Auguit 6, 1970; and Phoenix, Arizona,
and Boise, Idaho, operations were implemented on SepteMber 1, 1970.

At each site, the program was developed by the civilian community
working with the military- project-officer: General- requirements were
that 0.ie helicopters --woiild= augment- or supplement the lOtal-IMS-
systerny not _replace- any existing -etenitirite--=of :it;. that -the:operation
would be,diredted,Into- dOWeitown =or =metropolitan -areat where
-ground ambulance services An-- general would be more responsive; and
that the Military- operations shoulct avoid any competition with
opetators or ground arnbulance _services. Requests for the
helidopter assistance =Were-bated-uPOPIUdgMent by responsible medical
Or -pUblid safety officiais at the scene the emergency that the
patient's medical condition was serious_or life - threatening and required
his-expeditiOus tral.sport to a medidal fadility capable of proViding the
necessary treatment.

457-373 0 - 72 - 2



OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

From July 15 through December 31, 1970, 182 MAST missions were
flown by helicopters from all sitesmore than one mission a day.
Tabulations of the operating data is set forth on the following page.
Operating procedures are presented in the site reports. Basically,
operations employed military helicopters in an air ambulance role. No
law enforcement, surveillance, or other related functions were
undertaken. Responses to missions were based solely upon a judgment
by respOnsible medical or public safety officials that a serious
emergency existed. Some 48% of those patients assisted were highway
accidents victims. Seventy-two percent of the missions flown were
inter-hospital transfers generally involving a patient who had been
initially taken to a local hospital, where it had been determined that he
required transfer to receive more definitive medical treatment. (Because
of the program's accomplishments, operations at all five sites are being
continued. As of August 22, 1971, 553 missions have been flown and
718 persons assisted.)
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The data, below compares the MAST test operations with two civilian
helicopter medical projects funded by the NHTSA. The total number of
missions flown during similar periods of operations is roughly of the
same order of magnitude. Although a number of factors would have to
be takerr into account to draw any -useful conclusions from this
Comparison, it is interesting to note that the average number of patients
evacuated per mission is approximately the same (13) for the projects.
This tends to support the conclusion from previous studies that
helicopters used for responding to civilian medical emergencies should
be capable of transporting.two patients siMultaneouslY.

Project Missions 'Patienti Hours
Average Number

Patients
PerMission

MAST
4-6 months (5 bases) 182 249 290 1.3
AMES
6 months (1 base) 171 225 306 1.3
CARE-SOM
6 months (3 bases) 239 332 195 1.4

The following data shows the wide variation in the number of missions Po*, in the
five MAST areas.

MAST Unit Missions Patients

FORT SAM HOUSTON 114 138
FORT LEWIS 34 44
FORT CARSON 25 45-
LUKE AIR FORCE BASE 5 18
MOUNTAIN HOME AIR FORCE BASE 4 4

16
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Considerable attention was directed to determining the causes of the
significant disparity between the various projects. Obvioyily, the
projects were located in varying population bases as to number,
distribution, and urban/rural configuration. Each area had emergency
medical systems with elements which varied in number and capability.
However, other less tangible factors are believed to be of greater
relevance.

The relatively low mission activity at the two Air Force -sites is partially
attributed to the inability of the local base icsbue units, as presently
constituted, to maintain a 'round-the-clock, immediate response
capability because of the limited number of helicopters and crews and
the nature of their primary<military mission. The test program was to
determine The feasibility of using military resources in varying
circumstances. Intuitively, one might expect that even with only a
parttime availability, MAST services would experience-a high demand.
While operations were limited, the data indicates that a part-time
response capability will not be effectively utilized. This factor was
confirmed in discussions with several responsible law enforcement
officials.

The relatively high mission activity at San Antonio is attributed to a
fortuitous combination of many factors. These included a large
metropolitan area, a full- time - medical company conducting the MAST
operations, good command -level support, effective local planning and
organization, favorable terrain and weather conditions, cooperating
hospitals with helicopter-landing facilities, and an unusually high degree
of- active and favorable publicity concerning the program. During the
first days of MAST operations, a mission was flown which was credited
with saving a youth's life. This incident became front-page news, and
the program was off to a flying start. Location of the MAST unit in _an
Antonio propera city where the military enjoys a close and favored
association with the communityappeared to be a real, although
intangible, reason for the obvious success of the project.

The reasons for the limited operational activity in Washington and
Colorado are similar. MAST operations were conducted by regular
Army tactical units located contiguous, but not central, to a populous
metropolitan area. They did not enjoy the homogeneous political and
operating area that characterized San Antonio, and were not as closely
located to centers of emergency medical service. Some reluctance was
expressed in both project areas to commit community resources and
attention to a program which was recognized as a demonstration, with
no assurance of its continuation. Established patterns in local
emergency care systems were not dramatically altered by MAST.
Reluctance to request military assistance was understandably generated
following the loss of one helicopter and crew of four from Fort Lewis
while making an approach on a MAST mission. Law enforcement
officials felt responsible for the accident, and were reluctant to request
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further MAST missions.. Weather conditions caused some aborted
missions, and this probably raised some doubts as to the legitimacy of
requetting MAST missions.

The location of the helidopters; away:from population centers, -and a
limited-public awareness of MAST activity in- Washington and Colorado
influenced the lower -Utilization of the service at thete sites. Although
considerable effort was =Made , by the military and civilian project
personnel to sell the program; no significant- increase in-mission activity
has been noted: factors into - consideration.- extensive
diSCUSsion- with :both. military and civilian project .representatiVes
concerned, definitive-causes of the lOWer,Utilization-at these titer Here
never fully and satisfactorily established, The-Military unit never failed
to respond; except in those WeatheKtonditiOns,Cited. The-simple fact is
that-feWer requests_wereseceiVed-thanWoUld'haVe been eXpeCted.

No major difficulties -were encountered during_ the test phase of the
program that would affect the establishment of MAST projects in other
location& Communications: - between the .helicopter and civilian EMS
elements public safety-and Medicalcould'haVe -been greatly improved
with more adequate equipMent, but this inadequacy did not
significantly hamper operation& The Program essentially tested only
the feasibility of the military involvement and did hot-feature any new
techniques or exotic- procedures. It was a-simple-Operation -requiring
intensive community support, organization, and selling. Operating
procedures must be simple; -well-understood, and thoroughly
disseminated.
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4-142.41,42

MEDICAL EVALUATION

An attempt has been made to evaluate the medical justification of
calling for a MAST mission rather- than depending on available ground
ambulance transportation and personnel. The decision to call for a
MAST mission was sometimes made by physicians, especially in the
case of hospital transfer. It is not-prudent to question the decision ofa
physician at the scene of a medical emergency that-he and the medical
facilities available are not adequate to care-for a patient and that rapid,
i.e., MAST evacuation of the patient to a major treatment center is
necessary, In other instances (especially at the scene Of an accident or
acute illness), the decision to call for a MAST-mission is made by a law
enforcement official.

The medical evaluation in large part answers the questions: how often
were the missions justified on a basis of severity of the patient's
condition; distance (measured in- time for ground transportation),
isolation of the site, or combination of these factors?

The mission reports were reviewed for the following four sites: Fort
Lewis, Washington; Fort Carson, Colorado; Mountain Home AFB,
Idaho; and Luke AFB, Arizona. Since-a contract has been awarded to
Ohio Statt University to conducta detailed evaluation Of the Fort Sam
Houston, Texas, test site, no attempt was made to evaluate the missions
from that site. The objective- of the MAST program was to test the
feasibility of using military helicopters -and personnel for evacuating
civilian medical emergencies. Evaluation of the medical juitification Of
utiliting this form of -rapid patient transportation was not a major goal
of the test project. It should be noted that the reporting formt used
were adapted from another project and did not lend themselves to
facilitation of medical ,evaluation. Regrettably, the patient's condition
upon arrival at a major treatment center and the subsequent course of
his illness were not documented by physicians in most instances.

It should also be pointed out that some unnecessary calls are justified
when law enforcement officials are placed in a position of making a
medical decision. In the interest of the patient, the error should alwalis
be in the direction of calling for the MAST mission.

At the four sites, fifty-six flights were evaluated on which one or more
patients were transported. A total of seventy-three patients were
transported on these flights. Of the fifty-six flights, a total of forty-six
were judged to be justified on a basis of the condition of one or more
of the patients transported, distance from _a _treatment facility
(measured in time required for ground transportation), isolation of the
site, or combinations of these factors. Of the forty-six flights, fifteen
were justified in large part by the remoteness of the pick-up site,
although many of these patients were severely ill or injured. On six
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flights, there was insufficient patient information available on which to
make a judgment. On four flights, the mission apparently was not
justified. Of these four flights, one was for a liver transplant patient,
one was for a child with convulsions, one was for a patient with a
gunshot wound of the lower leg, and one was for a young woman with
acute bronchitis who was apparently not in severe respiratory
difficulty. It is felt that ground transportation would not have
deleteriously affected these patients.
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FEASIBILITY OF MAST-MILITARY ASPECTS

The limited MAST experience demonstrated that the concept of using
military helicopters and paramedical personnel to respond to civilian
emergencies is operationally feasible. Further, it_ proved desirable from
the standpoint of training and motivation for the medical unit in
particular. Aeromedicai evacuation procedures developed for combat
situations are readily transferrable to civilian applications. Public
acceptance of the concept was clearly established and reflected most
favorably upon the military.

Although the military has traditionally responded to civilian
emergencies, this assistance has previously been rendered on an
individual, local, "ad hoc" basis with no prearranged plan or
procedures. MAST built upon this background by providing an
authoritative sanction and mission. It brought together military and
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civilian authorities and provided efficient procedures to make the
military contribution rapid and effective: Feasibility, from the military
viewpOint, was established by the fact that MAST missions were
successfully carried out by regularly constituted_ military units with no
additonal resources committed to the*OgraM. While men and aircraft
were, in varying degrees, dedicated to the MAST missions, at no site did
MAST Operations exceed the regular flying:time programmed for the
supporting aviation unit. The MAST -mission did not significantly
detrad from the basic,military missioni-although:the measures takenby
the tactical aviation units to maintain the response capability necessary
for a satisfactory service did represent sbiliediMinution of unit training:

By the nature of their mission and Orientation, Army medical air
ambulance ,units- are _particularly- effective= in-supporting-;supiportihg--the :Civilian
EMS; as eyidenced=by:ther:diltinet:iticcesafciftheSin,Antonio;project.
Based upon extensive discussion with -unit-pettormel,--iMAST missions
flown by the 507th:Medital Company=had-nO-degradingiiimpact on
either unit training - of-operations; andj by their very- nature- provided
realistic training experience and motivation for 507th personnel.

Army tactical units, while more- litiiitediby the-constant demands of
their training mission, Can alto -respond to civilian emergendies
effectively. To provide the necessary= instant - response capability,
however, helicopters and personnel must be= 'diverted froni "line"
training activity. It may be necessary to augment these tactical units
with additional aircraft and-personnel; as well as to recognize
MAST-type activity as part of- the unit mission, if they are tasked to
provide responsive air arnbulance support to the civilian Community.
MAST operations were a "natural" for the medical company, but an
"add -on" for the tactical units

M ilitary priorities and the small number of helicopters and crews
severely minimized the effectiveness-of the two Air Force projects. The
Air Force sites did not have the capability for immediate,
'round-the-clock response, and this:operated to the detriment Of these
projects. At one site, after .having experienCed what seemed an
inordinate response time, the law enforcement- officials Understandably
were reluctant to rely upon the Service, even though retponse at other
times would-have_been satisfactory. Although the operations conducted
were quite successful and were Undertaken with vigor anti:enthusiasm
by the units involved. the experience confirmed what had been noted in
civilian projects sponsored by NHTSA, namelyi that less than full-time,
'round-the-clock capability is not accepted as a responsive service by- the
local EMS system. Because of their primary mission- of local base
rescue, and the size of the aviation activity, this type of unit cannot
provide the immediate response needed to achieve the degree of
utilization and acceptance experienced elsewhere.
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FEASIBILITY OF.MAST-CIVILIAN VIEWPOINT
The feasibility of MAST from the civilian view .lint is shown by the
testimonial material in the Appendices and, also, by the specific
requests for MAST by other communities. The medical evaluation will
also support the feasibility of augmenting the civilian EMS system with
military helicopters. Discussion with medical and public safety officials
in the MAST communities confirmed the public recognition of need
and feasibility of the MAST concept.

The effective utilization of the military resources was directly
influenced by the proficiency, organization, and leadership of the
civilian EMS systems they suppl3mented. Experience indicated that no
one system design or operating procedure could, or should, be
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developed to fit the varying circumstances of different communities or
regions..EMS system capabilities vary tremendously in nature and scot. a
around the country. Success of- MAST operations is conditioned by
such factors as the extent of training of law enforcement and hospital
personnel, the extent of community awareness and information efforts,
communications capability, the type of medical facilities and their
capabilities, and the active involvement of the local leadership in the
program.

While the MAST operations were brought into being with a minimum
of delay from the time the concept was presented to the community
until flying operations were begun, experience demonstrated that more
time for planning, organiiing, and selling the program would have been
desirable. Involvement of more elements of the local or regional

mcomunities might have Len-achieved. Ittakes time to implement and
perfect basic operating procedures at all Of the working levels and
jurisdictions in the areas whith encompass MAST activities.

A particularly desirable feature of the program was that it provided the
occasion at some sites fot. the community to train military paramedical
personnel in civilian aspects of emergency medical service. Conversely,
the military had the opportunity to conduct briefings and- train
members of the civilian community in the military aspects of the
operation. By such measures, the overall EMS system derived benefit,
and closer and more desirable working relationships resulted.
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MILITARY AND CIVILIAN

HELICOPTER CONSIDERATIONS

The MAST concept was immediately accepted by local officials and the
general public at all sites. The only objections to MAST were presented
by private helicopter operators associated with the Helicopter
Association of America (HAA). MAST was viewed by the private
operators and HAA as an "encroachment" by the Pederal Government
and the military into what they consider to be the domain of private
enterprise.

In present circumstances, the military capabilityadequate helicopter
air ambulances, trained paramedical personnel, immediate,
'round-the-clock response time, communications and support,- simply
does. not exist to the same degree in the civilian community. The
NHTSA funded five demonstration pivjects utilizing civilian helicopters
under Section 403 of the Highway Safety-Act. This type of activity is
relatively costly, and few communities are able to justify or support
helicopter air ambulance 'service against a background of other urgent
needs in emergency medical services. Under Section 207 of the
Highway Safety Act, the States estimated their own needs to achieve
the performance levels of the Highway Safety Program Standard on
Emergency Medical Services. These estimates totalled $209,000,000 for
.FY '72 alone. Emergency Medical Services suffer deficiencies of this
magnitude nationwide, and in such- basic areas as training,
communications, ground ambulance service, etc. Inadequate ground
ambulance service alone represents a serious problem, particularly in
rural areas where financial considerations have driven great numbers of
private purveyors from the field.

Some idea of the priorities assigned to these matters by the States
themselves cm be seen from the fact that over 1,000 projects have been
submitted for the acquisition of ground ambulances and related
expenses under the matching-fund programs of Section 402 of the
Highway Safety Act. During the same period, only four projects for
helicopters in EMS were funded, and one of these involved National,
Guard aircraft and flying personnel. None is currently being funded.
Creation of a responsive civilian air ambulance service alone would be a
financial impossibility, even for communities of some size; the
economic basis for the operation' would yenerdeiy have to be developed
for multifunctional use of the aircraft and personnel. A discussion of
civilian air ambulance operations is presented in the Appendices.

When MAST was undertaken, the Secretary of Defense indicated that
the experience gained was to be made available to the civilian sector so
that helicopter operators might be assisted and encouraged. Increasing
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interest in the versatile capability of helicopters heightened by the
federally-funded projOis, the increasing availability of more suitable
helicopters, the trend toward concentration of medical facilities in

,metropolitan areas, and-diminishing rural ground-ambulance service are
factors which indicate civilian air ambulance operators have a promising
future. Under present financial circumstances, -however, and in the light
of 56,000 annual highway fatalities alone, the military capability
should be utilized where it can contribute_effectively, While at the same
time Civilian operatiOns should be encouraged and assisted as

practicable. These considerations have been discussed with the
Helicopter Association of Anierica, and continuing efforts should be
made to foster civilian air ambulance development.
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COST CONSIDERATIONS

MAST operations conducted during the test period did not receive any
additional funding from any of the services or agencies involved. All
missions flown by the aviation units involved were accommodated in
their regular flying operations as aviation training.

Costs associated with the-MAST operation are of limited relevance and
utility to the civilian community, since helicopters designed for the
military mission zre larger and more costly_ than those ordinarily
feasible and employed in civilian applications. The only significant costs
that can appropriately be assigned to MAST operations are those.
related to the direct operating costs of the helicopters and salaries Of
aviation crew members. (Even here, it must be recogniied that flight
operations would ordinarily have been flown- for training had there
been no MAST missions.) Fixed costs of acquisition, depreciation, hull
and liability insurance, hangar fees and- administrative costs, all of
which are major factors to civilian operators, have no direct application
to the military case.

Should MAST be continued or expanded on a regular basis, it would be
desirable to identify costs that can realistically be associated with
MAST. This data is set forth in the Appendices.

LEGAL ASPECTS

Local commanders are presently authorized to provide assistance to any
individual in a serious emergency when other means of transport are
not available, feasible, or adequate (AR-500-60 and AFR 76-6). Since
the program was undertaken as a pilot project, no fundamental
legislative or administrative measures authorizing permanent operation
were necessary and none have been put forth.
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FUTURE ACTIVITY

The capability of helicopters in Emergency Medical Service systems
and the feasibility of using military resources has been clearly seen in
MAST. Continued experimentation with these concepts is justified on
the basis c! accomplishments to date, and has been recommended by
such authorities as the National Advisory Commission on Health
Manpower in 1967 and the President's Commission on Highway Safety
in 1969. The MAST program is consistent with the objective of the
President's Health Message to Congress in 1971 which discussesamong
other mattersthe need to provide health care in rural and outlying
areas.

The clearly successful operation at San Antonio demonstrates what
MAST can accomplish under the best circumstances. Operations at
other sites, while certainly beneficial, showed a singificantly lower
degree of utilization. This presents a real question as to whether
dedication of the helicopters and military personnel necessary to
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provide the instant response ('round- the- clock), by which the benefits
of the system can most effectively be realited, is adequately justified to
fly about one mission per week (Fort Lewis and Fort Carson).

The potential of MAST was demonstrated at Sari Antonio, but was not
realized to the same degree at other' sites. Inconclusive causes were
adduced for this ,lower utilization. :A sensible course would be to
advance the MAST concept to Seleoted additional sites -to find other
San Antonios= rather than to undertake a broader national program
until the determinants of a welkitilited prograrn emerge more clearly.

Another factor Which argues for a ;gradual, rather than an all,out,
program is the desirability Of encouraging Civilian operations.

The testimonial material in,the appenclicetillustrates the addeptance of
military assistance by the civilianicoMmunity. For this reason- alone, it
would 'be desirable for all the ServiCes te become involved in MAST
operations.

The initial program was undertaken with active d_ uty aviation units
only. National Guard and Reserve dompOnents, however, are now
beginning to receive more adeqUatetelicoPters (UWE)) and qualified
personnel, and it seems likely that an.effective contribution Could be
made if a respontive service were established. A proposal for arranging
National Guard active duty training time -so as to provide a full-time
response is presented in the Appendices: National Guard or Reserve
units, with their cloth association in the community, might influende
the utilization of MAST at some sites.

In the future, it seems likely that the capabilities of the helicopter will
find increasing application in air ambulance roles, as well as in other
functions. A limited expansion of the MAST operation is recommended
as the next step in advancing air ambulance operations. Comprehensive
planning for broader expansion of the program appears warranted by
the potentialities already seen.

It seems reasonable to assume a role exists for both military and civilian
operations. A proposal for a national approach using military or civilian
helicopters is contained in the Appendices. This type of planning is.
recommended under sponsorship of the. Interagency Study Group while
MAST operations continue:

Future MAST projects should be coordinated through the Governor's
office to insure the military assistance is integrated with civilian EMS
projects supported by the Departments of Transportation, and Health,
Education, and Welfare and, also, Civil .Defense.
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As previously indicated, operations at the five project sites are
continuing, pending a final evaluation of the overall program and a
decision as to future military, involvement in MAST-type activities.
Since January .1, 1971, there has been a significant increase in the
number of MAST missions flown by the supporting aviation units at
Fort Carson, Colorado and Fort Lewis, Washington. Through August
22, 1971; Fort Carson has accomplished 129 evacuations involving 173
seriously injured or ill civilian patients; Fort Lewis has flown 108
missions evacuating 123 patients.

The increased activity at both sites is attributed to an extensive
educational program concerning all aspects of MAST which is being
conducted on a continuing basis by the civilian and military officials
participating in the-tvvo projects. This has resulted in the more direct
involvement of representatives from all elements of the. local EMS
system as well as other public officials, concerned with using the
Military capability.. Although the Fort Sam Houston, Texas site was
considered to be the most successful project during the test period, the
projects at Fort Carson and Fort Lewis are now operating with equal
effectiveness.

In August 1971, both Luke AFB and Mountain Home AFB received
additional aircraft and crew, enabling them to respond to MAST
requests on a 'round-the-clock basis. This increased military capability
should result in more effective operations at both sites.
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